Narrative Nonfiction & Informational Text
Book List

**Animal Homes**
- It's moving day! (#22125V5)
  by Hickman, Pamela M
- Animal homes (#0239DR9)
  by Kenney, Karen Latchana

**Dinosaurs**
- First big book of dinosaurs (#0416ER5)
  by Hughes, Catherine D
- Dinosaur bones (#26728M4)
  by Barner, Bob
- Amazing giant dinosaurs (#0255KY2)
  by Greenwood, Marie

**Feelings**
- I have feelings (#29799H9)
  by Kalman, Bobbie
- Lots of feelings (#37756H6)
  by Rotner, Shelley

**My Community**
- Neighborhoods in my world (#0554QK9)
  by Cane, Ella
- Where we live (#0508EA8)
  by Stones, Brenda
- Whose shoes? : a shoe for every job (#06511T6)
  by Swinburne, Stephen R
- Health (#0460TTX)
  by Durrie, Karen
- The fire station (#0838KK3)
  by Carr, Aaron
- Let's go to the library (#0881PF1)
  by Rustad, Martha E. H. (Martha Elizabeth Hillman), 1975-

**Thanksgiving**
- What is Thanksgiving? (#0409YQ6)
  by Landau, Elaine
- My life as a Native American (#0533LB1)
  by Matzke, Ann H
**Rainforest**

Step into the rainforest (#0648GL9)
by Rice, Howard

Living and nonliving in the rain forest (#0890QJ0)
by Rissman, Rebecca

Rain forest (#0814HH0)
by Greenwood, Elinor

Looking closely in the rain forest (#0280NC9)
by Serafini, Frank

**Math**

Sorting with snakes (#0821FH2)
by McDonnell, Mary Rose

Lots and lots of zebra stripes : patterns in nature (#38965W3)
by Swinburne, Stephen R

1 cookie, 2 chairs, 3 pears : numbers everywhere (#0723CH9)
by Brocket, Jane

Actual size (#07530Q1)
by Jenkins, Steve, 1952-

**Recycling**

How I reduce, reuse, and recycle (#0878ELX)
by Nelson, Robin

Where does the garbage go? (#0110NWX)
by James, Lincoln

Garbage and recycling (#0548PB8)
by Oxlade, Chris

**Plants**

Seed to plant (#0708YL2)
by Rattini, Kristin Baird

Redwoods (#00579E2)
by Chin, Jason

The tree lady : the true story of how one tree-loving woman changed a city forever (#0939KJ6)
by Hopkins, H. Joseph

It's our garden : from seeds to harvest in a school garden (#0899SA9)
by Ancona, George

Who will plant a tree? (#0036MA7)
by Pallotta, Jerry
Life Cycles

How do seeds sprout? (#0698MF0)
by Rhodes, Evan

See me grow (#0384WU1)
by Arlon, Penelope

A dragonfly's life (#0653PB6)
by Lawrence, Ellen, 1967-

Biographies

The Wright brothers: the first to fly (#0614LA3)
by Weir, William, 1959-

Walt Disney (#0502MG7)
by Mattern, Joanne, 1963-

I am Amelia Earhart (#0753SL4)
by Meltzer, Brad

Dr. Seuss (#0125UVX)
by Guillain, Charlotte

Barack Obama (#18052FX)
by Kesselring, Susan

Space

Outer space (#0619KA8)
by Peters, Elisa

The planets (#0389GQ4)
by Rustad, Martha E. H

Planets (#0451KK1)
by Rice, William B. (William Benjamin), 1961-

Sun (#0451RK2)
by Rice, William B. (William Benjamin), 1961-

Astronauts (#22461T1)
by Adamson, Thomas K., 1970-

Exploring space (#29770F4)
by Guillain, Charlotte

Weather

True or false?. Weather (#0901CF8)
by Nunn, Daniel

Weather (#0553CJ2)
by Rattini, Kristin Baird
Living or Nonliving Things

Food (#0125YV9)
by Nunn, Daniel

Living or nonliving? (#0139PP5)
by Hicks, Kelli L

Alike or not alike? : a photo sorting game (#0489UV1)
by McCurry, Kristen

Is it living or nonliving? (#02372V9)
by Rissman, Rebecca

My Body

My body (#0385MU5)
by Pinnington, Andrea

What is hearing? (#0854RG7)
by Aloian, Molly

Eat and drink (#0126CW3)
by Barraclough, Sue

Movement

Move and run (#0126DW0)
by Barraclough, Sue

How does it move? (#14025Z8)
by Kalman, Bobbie

Move! (#29003SX)
by Jenkins, Steve

Seasons

Watching the seasons (#38673V0)
by Eckart, Edana

What happens to leaves in fall? (#0990AF6)
by Felix, Rebecca, 1984-

Spring (#0840FK1)
by Carr, Aaron

Every season (#12356T2)
by Rotner, Shelley
**Multicultural**

- Continents in my world (#0554UK8) by Cane, Ella
- Bread, bread, bread (#36613Y8) by Morris, Ann
- Houses and homes (#31586H7) by Morris, Ann
- One world, one day (#25859Z8) by Kerley, Barbara
- What we wear: dressing up around the world (#0438KV5) by Ajmera, Maya
- We all come from different cultures (#0492FV3) by Higgins, Melissa, 1953-

**In Your Backyard**

- I see a butterfly (#0696SF1) by Appleby, Alex
- My backyard community (#29824H3) by Kalman, Bobbie

**Ocean Life**

- Butterfly or moth? : how do you know? (#0486BJ6) by Stewart, Melissa
- Beetles (#0735BF3) by Bodden, Valerie
- Inside the worm's hole (#0781AJ0) by Goldish, Meish
- What's a fish? (#0614DA5) by Kaspar, Anna
- Ocean counting (#0699ME9) by Lawler, Janet
- Surprising sharks (#35392V6) by Davies, Nicola
- First big book of the ocean (#0551SJ6) by Hughes, Catherine D